
WALT write a fact file
Please make sure you have 

completed this week's focused 
reading task about fact files first.

From our focused reading task, we 
know that a fact file includes:

> A title

> Pictures/illustration

> Headings

> Facts about the subject

It can also include a list 
of unknown vocabulary, 
also known as a glossary.

So, when you are writing 
your fact file, use this 
check list to make sure you 
have included everything 
needed.



Steps to success:

Bold Title

Neat Picture

Relevant headings

Interesting facts

Glossary

For your fact file, you will 
write about one of the 
Aztec gods. However, for 
this example I'm going to 
write my fact file about 
dolphins. You can also 
refer to the focused 
reading fact file on 
Huitzilopochtli.

Bottlenose Dolphins

I've written a big, bold, 
underlined title at the top 
of the page.



Steps to success:

Bold Title

Neat Picture

Relevant headings

Interesting facts

Glossary

Bottlenose Dolphins I have drawn 2 pictures of 
dolphins to make my fact 
file eye-catching. I have 
used a ruler to mark 2 
squares to draw my 
pictures inside. This helps 
make my pictures neat. 
Your fact file doesn't need 
2 pictures but you should 
have at least 1 picture. 



Steps to success:

Bold Title

Neat Picture

Relevant headings

Interesting facts

Glossary

Bottlenose Dolphins
Habitat

Communication

Fun Fact

I have underlined 3 clear 
headings to sort my 
facts. This helps the 
reader quickly find the 
information they are 
interested in. Remember 
to use a ruler to 
underline. My headings 
are relevant to the 
facts I will write.



Steps to success:

Bold Title

Neat Picture

Relevant headings

Interesting facts

Glossary

Bottlenose Dolphins
Habitat

Communication

Fun Fact

After reading an article about 
dolphins, I have chosen some 
facts to include in my fact file. 
I have made sure they are 
under the correct headings.

I have included 5 facts here, in 
your fact file we would like you 
to include at least 3 
interesting facts. 

For an added challenge, try and 
write the facts you find out in 
your own words.

Bottlenose dolphins live in 
tropical and temperate 
oceans around the world. 
They can also be found in 
other warm waters. 

Dolphins are very social creatures that travel in groups of 
10-15 called pods. They use clicking, squeaking and body 
language to communicate with each other. They also use 
their clicks for echolocation.

Dolphins can swim as fast as 
20 mph and can dive as deep 
as 800 feet below surface!



Steps to success:

Bold Title

Neat Picture

Relevant headings

Interesting facts

Glossary

Bottlenose Dolphins
Habitat

Communication

Fun Fact

Bottlenose dolphins live in 
tropical and temperate 
oceans around the world. 
They can also be found in 
other warm waters. 

Dolphins are very social creatures that travel in groups of 
10-15 called pods. They use clicking, squeaking and body 
language to communicate with each other. They also use 
their clicks for echolocation.

Dolphins can swim as fast as 
20 mph and can dive as deep 
as 800 feet below surface!

Glossary

Finally, I have included a 
glossary. If there are any 
words I was unsure of when 
researching, I can find out 
what the word means and 
include it in my glossary. Here, 
I write the tricky words and 
their meaning next to them. 
For an added challenge, you 
could include a glossary in your 
fact file.

echolocation - using high-pitched sound to find out how close or 
far away something is.

temperate - mild temperature.



Bottlenose Dolphins
Habitat

Communication

Fun Fact

Bottlenose dolphins live in 
tropical and temperate 
oceans around the world. 
They can also be found in 
other warm waters. 

Dolphins are very social creatures that travel in groups of 
10-15 called pods. They use clicking, squeaking and body 
language to communicate with each other. They also use 
their clicks for echolocation.

Dolphins can swim as fast as 
20 mph and can dive as deep 
as 800 feet below surface!

Glossary
echolocation - using high-pitched sound to find out how close or 
far away something is.

temperate - mild temperature.

Steps to success:

Bold Title

Neat Picture

Relevant headings

Interesting facts

Glossary

Now I have finished my fact file. 

Remember to use the steps to 
success to help you write your 
fact file. Check it over and make 
sure you are happy with it. Use 
the steps to success to self-
assess how well you have done 
and what your next steps might 
be.

Your teacher is looking forward to 
reading your fact file about an Aztec 
god. Use the 'useful websites' page 
to help you research the god you want 
to write about.
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